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Executive Summary

In this deliverable, we report on the evaluation of two gamified scenarios created in WP7. In two steps,
we tested two gamified scenarios using prototypes of a Haptic Intelligent Personalized Interface (HIPI).
We started the iterative cycle of prototyping, evaluation, adaptation and re-prototyping by creating a
gamified prototype which implements a learning scenario, on how to navigate via vibrations around
the waist. This gamified prototype of the first-generation was assessed in a user study with students
from HSO. We evaluated how participants perceived vibrational navigation feedback on the waist and
vibrations as an intermediate feedback of progress. The results indicate that the participants did not
have major problems with following the navigation of the HIPI via vibrations. However, the perception
of vibrations as intermediate feedback of progress was more difficult. Especially with an upcoming
turning point, the participants felt overwhelmed with vibrational stimuli. On straight lines, the
intermediate feedback on progress was perceived as helpful.
The second-generation of the gamified prototype was implemented into a more advanced garment
and improved by the results from the first user study. We came up with two approaches to prevent
overloading vibrational stimuli with different meanings. On the one hand we encoded different
information (direction and distance) into one feedback pattern. On the other hand, we introduced a
second haptic feedback modality for additional information (tapping). The second gamified prototype
was assessed in a pilot user study with individuals with deafblindness. We evaluated, if the participants
learned how to use the HIPI by playing the second gamified scenario, if they were able to understand
and distinguish the individual feedback messages and if they had fun during trying out the gamified
scenario. As in the first user study, the participants did not have major problems with following the
navigation by the HIPI. They reported on understanding the different feedback messages without
being confused. Only the tapping modality was rated as being too weak and easy to miss. All
participants stated they had fun while testing the gamified scenario.
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Introduction and Rationale

Each partner in SUITCEYES is working on highly specialized, complex components which make up
Haptic Intelligent Personalized Interfaces (HIPIs) for different use cases. With the intention of creating
solutions which are tailored as good as possible to the needs and requirements of individuals with
deafblindness, each developed HIPI must integrate its components incrementally, test them and
iteratively optimize the HIPI.
This deliverable turns its attention to integrating the work done in WP7 into the developed HIPIs. The
integration process was started by selecting two of the gamified scenarios outlined in D7.3. The main
goals of WP7 are to enhance learning, foster social interaction and provide fun (see section Strategy
of Gamification). As a first step, we decided to provide gamified learning scenarios to provide a playful
way to teach users how to use a HIPI and engage with it. We selected scenarios which teach users how
to navigate with a HIPI, train their navigational and spatial orientation skills and support learning of
social haptic language and the understanding of various tactile feedback stimuli. Gamification
elements are used to enrich these scenarios in a playful and enjoyable way.
In two steps, we created two prototypes and assessed our gamified learning scenarios in two user
studies. To optimize the gamification concepts and their implementation, we deduced adaptations
from the results of the first user study (see User Evaluation I), and integrated them into a secondgeneration prototype, which implemented the second gamified scenario.
First, we describe the goals we want to achieve in SUITCEYES by integrating gamification into the HIPIs
and the methods we will use to reach these goals (Strategy Of Gamification). Next, we describe the
technological implementations of the first- and second-generation prototype of a HIPI (Creating
Working Prototypes). Subsequently, we describe the first (section User Evaluation I) and second
(section User Evaluation II) user study in detail. We present the gamified learning scenarios, the
research questions underlying the studies, the setup and procedure of the individual studies, their
results and the improvements derived from the results. In the Outlook section, we summarize our
plans for future developments to be undertaken over the remainder of the SUITCEYES project.
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Strategy Of Gamification

In this section, we describe the strategy we are following to integrate gamification into the HIPIs of
SUITCEYES. According to the proposal, the main goals of gamification are to enhance and facilitate
learning, to foster social interaction and to extend fun life experiences.

Goals of Gamification

Our main aim is to develop a number of gamified scenarios which promote at least one of the
aforementioned goals: facilitate learning, foster social interaction or extend fun experiences. We focus
on providing scenarios which are tailored specifically to one individual goal, rather than trying to
develop one scenario which covers all aspects at once (see Table 1 and 2). With this approach, we
create modular gamification scenarios which can be easily added to a HIPI.
Modular components are important for gamification scenarios for two main reasons:
1) not everyone appreciates the same gamification elements and
2) not everyone is interested in all three aspects which are enhanced through gamification.
By creating several modular gamified scenarios, individuals with deafblindness can opt for scenarios
they enjoy and add it to their HIPI. If they later decide to focus on a different goal, this is easily
accomplished by removing any undesirable gamified scenario and replacing it with a new one.

Previous Work

In the first stage of the project, we conducted interviews with individuals with deafblindness and
learned about their favorite games and playing habits. Sixty individuals with deafblindness were
interviewed in five European countries: Germany (15), Greece (17), Netherlands (6), Sweden (9), and
the United Kingdom (13). Participants were recruited through local and international organizations
aimed at the deafblind community. Gender balance was even, and ages ranged from 18 to 65 years
old. Participants presented different gradations of deafblindness, including fully deaf and fully blind
(9), fully deaf with residual sight (14), fully blind with residual hearing (19), and persons with both
residual sight and hearing (18). For most participants, an interpreter was needed for facilitating
communication between the interviewee and the interviewer [7].
Our goal was to understand their definition of playfulness and to deduce specific challenges they face
while playing games. Based on the interviews, we have deduced five requirements for gamified
scenarios for individuals with deafblindness (see D7.3 section Design Indications for Developing
Gamified Scenarios):
•
•
•
•
•

Foster social interaction
Customization of challenge
Comprehensibility of rules
Access to game-related information
Promotion of physical activity

Combined with the literature research conducted in D7.1, we created a number of gamified scenarios
for social interaction, fun and learning (see D7.3 section Concepts for Social, Gamified Scenarios).
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Current Developments

First, we have focused on developing gamified scenarios which enhance and facilitate learning (Easter
Egg Hunt and Follow Your Partner), as it is essential that users of the HIPI learn how to use it safely
and effectively. Furthermore, gamified learning scenarios can train the users’ navigational and spatial
orientation skills, as well as their understanding of complex haptic messages at the same time.
In this deliverable D7.4, we report on the user studies we have conducted to evaluate the gamified
learning scenarios. On the basis of the results of the studies, we have deduced additions and
improvements to the gamified scenarios which will be integrated into the next-generation prototypes.
Table 1: The gamified scenario Easter Egg Hunt rated on a 5-point Likert scale, regarding the gamification goals

Easter Egg Hunt
Enhance Learning
Foster Social Interaction
Fun

Not at all
applicable

Not
applicable

Neutral

Applicable

Highly
applicable

Table 2: The gamified scenario Follow Your Partner rated on a 5-point Likert scale, regarding the gamification goals

Follow Your Partner
Enhance Learning
Foster Social Interaction
Fun

Not at all
applicable

Not
applicable

Neutral

Applicable

Highly
applicable

Future Work

In the next step, we will first focus on developing a gamified scenario which is tailored to the goal of
fostering social interaction and second on enhancing fun experiences. The reason why we focus on
fostering social interaction first is that this is an aspect that can greatly improve the quality of life of
the target group. The interviews showed that social interaction is the aspect of games most individuals
with deafblindness enjoy most. It also is the feature they miss most when not being able to play
particular games anymore.
In the user studies conducted so far, we have evaluated scenarios which were created on the
foundation of the user interviews and existing research. This approach was useful for gamifying
learning scenarios, since the gamification of learning is well investigated, and the gamified scenarios
developed in this project could benefit from and build on existing knowledge and developments.
When it comes to tailoring a gamified scenario to foster social interaction, however, we will reach out
to individuals with deafblindness at an earlier stage. The challenges individuals with deafblindness
face in social interaction are unique to this target group. Thus, it is necessary to involve them actively
into the development process. In our understanding, scenarios which foster social interaction can only
be developed in co-creation with individuals with deafblindness. Accordingly, our next goal is creating
a suitable method to conduct a co-creation workshop on gamified social interaction with individuals
with deafblindness.
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Creating Working Prototypes

In this section, we describe the architecture and technological implementation of both, first- and
second-generation prototype.

Requirements

At first, we defined some requirements for both our gamified learning scenarios, i.e. Easter Egg Hunt
and Follow Your Partner.
Table 3: Requirements of the prototypes

Requirement
HARDWARE
REQ 1
REQ 2
TEXTILE
REQ 3
REQ 4
SOFTWARE
REQ 5

Description
The user must be able to walk in safety without any risk of tripping over
obstacles (e.g. cables).
The controller must be capable of triggering vibrations at all motors
simultaneously.
The garment must be adjustable to accommodate various body shapes and
sizes while also ensuring that vibrations are easy to perceive.
Vibration motors must be variable in terms of positioning.
The controller must be able to trigger vibrations at point-defined parts of the
body to guide the user in the right direction.

First-Generation Prototype

The first-generation prototype was designed to evaluate the gamified learning scenario Easter Egg
Hunt. The learning scenario and the evaluation study are described in detail in section User Evaluation
I.

Architecture

Figure 1: Architecture underlying the Easter Egg Hunt scenario.

The smartphone application communicates with the microcontroller via a BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy)
link for giving it commands to control the state (muted vibration / vibration intensity) of the interfaced
vibration motors (see Figure 1). This simple and modular architecture forms the basis for evaluating
our gamified concepts (see REQ 2 + 5, Table 1) and offers the opportunity to flexibly add more complex
modules, e.g. collision avoidance or wayfinding at any time.

Hardware

On the hardware side, the first-generation prototype comprises the following components (see Figure 2):
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•
•
•

A microcontroller (RedBear Duo) connected to a controller board,
12 vibrating coin actuators (Pololu shaftless vibration motors, 10 x 3.4 mm) connected in pairs
to a separate daughter board, and
A battery pack with four AA batteries to power the microcontroller.

Microcontroller (RedBear Duo)

The RedBear Duo is a thumb-sized Internet of Things (IoT)
development board equipped with a wireless module for
both Wi-Fi and BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) communication
and allowing applications to be programmed with Arduino,
C/C++, JavaScript and Python.
The microcontroller (RedBear Duo) is connected to a
custom-made mainboard. Made up of a blank PCB board
(4.9 x 4.4 cm), we soldered 12 3-pin male headers, providing
output in the form of PWM (Pulse Width Modulation)
signals. Female headers on the board provide the basis for
connecting the microcontroller to the mainboard.
Additionally, a 2-pin male header is soldered to the
mainboard, to provide power to the RedBear Duo through
its VIN pin from an external battery pack.

Daughter Boards and Vibration Motors

In addition to the mainboard, we developed six small Figure 2: Overview on hardware components of
daughter boards to which vibration motors can be directly the first-generation prototype.
connected. These daughter boards are also configured from
blank PCB boards (1.9 x 1.4 cm) with a 3-pin male header and 2-pin female header. Connections from
the mainboard to the daughter boards are made using a 3-pin male to female cable.
The haptic feedback modality used in the first-generation prototype was vibration. We discussed this
with the members of WP6 and a follow-up literature research. We decided that indicating direction
explicitly via location of vibration is probably most intuitive. We found this approach to be supported
by several researchers who successfully applied it in their studies [1–6]. The vibration feedback was
provided by using Pololu shaftless motors operating on voltages of between 2.5 to 3.5 V and delivering
vibrational amplitudes of up to 0.75g. To improve stimulation perception, we connected two vibration
motors in series to a daughter board.
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Textile

For the first-generation prototype, we used a safety belt as HIPI (see Figure 3, left). The belt is
adjustable in size and makes it easy to adjust the garment to suit various body shapes and sizes,
thereby ensuring the garment hugs the body (REQ 3, Table 1).
To accommodate the vibration motors and the daughter boards, we created six individually adjustable
straps, each with two small pockets sewn onto them (see Figure 3, right). Small lengths of Velcro tape
are sewn onto the material, making it possible to fasten the straps around the belt and flexibly change
their positions when needed (REQ 4, Table 1). The straps are attached to the belt in such a way that
the small pockets containing the vibration motors are placed on the inside of the belt and firmly press

Figure 3: The first-generation prototype. Left: The front of the safety belt with pouches attached to the waist. Middle: The
back of the safety belt with a larger pouch accommodating the IoT computing hardware. Right: One of the small pouches
attached to the first-generation prototype. Each of the pouches accomodates one vibrating coin actuator used for navigation.

them against the waist. This enhances the way in which vibrations are perceived.
The pouches were placed in a 360° configuration around the waist (see Figure 4). This resulted in two
pouches each at the front and the back, and one each on the left and right (see Figure 3, left and
middle).
Furthermore, we created a small pouch that attaches to the back of the
safety belt (see Figure 3, middle) by means of Velcro material. We used
the pouch to hold the RedBear Duo and the battery pack that powers
it. Cables from the RedBear Duo can be routed to the various daughter
boards via small apertures on either side of the pouch (REQ 1, Table 1).

Software

In this section we describe the technical implementation of the firstgeneration prototype, covering application of both the Arduino sketch
running on the RedBear Duo and the Unity3D application running on Figure 4: Configuration of the
vibrating coin actuators for
an Android smartphone device.
navigating
with
the
first-

Arduino Sketch

generation prototype.

The application running on the RedBear Duo was developed using an Arduino sketch written in C. This
application provides a means of interfacing with pin-specific values (read / write options). It is also
possible to set the frequency at which the actuators vibrate. The application accepts commands both
on the basis of serial as well as BLE communication.
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Serial communication takes place using the CmdMessenger framework. This framework is a messaging
library built for the Arduino and .NET/Mono platform. Messages constructed use the following format:
Command Id, param 1, […], param N
We used this format to define a set of commands that made it easy for us to interface with the
controller board:
•
•
•

PinSet (pin, value): Sets a given pin index to a value.
PinMute (pin): Sets a given pin’s value to 0 (off).
FreqSet (value): Sets vibration frequency.

Table 2 demonstrates the composition of a PinSet command:
Table 4: Composition of PinSet command
1
Command ID (PinSet)

,

0
Pin Index

,

255
Pin Value

BLE communication is provided by using the firmware’s BLE API. In this case, messages are sent as
simple byte arrays and made up in a similar way to the CmdMessenger format, with the first byte of
the array identifying the type of command. Subsequent bytes represent parameters of a command,
e.g. vibration intensity.
These simple message structures gave us the key to meeting requirements REQ 2 and REQ 5 by
mapping specific pins to specific vibration motors on the body.

Unity 3D Application

For the first user study, a Wizard-of-Oz
setup for navigation was developed (see
section User Evaluation I) in which the
participants were steered by the
researchers via a Unity 3D application. The
application was developed in version
2018.3.14 and provides a simple and
intuitive way for the researcher to transfer
commands to the microcontroller. Figure 5
shows the user interface developed for the Figure 3: Screenshot of the Unity Application used for the Wizard-ofapplication.
Oz study setup of the first user evaluation.
The virtual joystick on the application (Figure 5, left) was used to trigger vibrations on the HIPI
reflecting the direction provided by the user. Vibrations either come from two adjacent motors or
from a single motor at full intensity. This has the purpose of ensuring that vibrations can even be
perceived through thin material. For example, if a user were to walk straight ahead, i.e. the joystick is
pushed towards north, both vibration motors at the front of the HIPI vibrate at full intensity (see Figure
3). A defined threshold decides whether vibrations are generated by a single motor or by two adjacent
motors. For example, if a direction is provided at 20° CW, only the right front motor vibrates at full
intensity. The red checkpoint button at the center of the application triggers a vibration at all motors
at full intensity (see REQ 2, Table 1).
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This simple User interface (UI) provided us with an easy and intuitive opportunity to give instructions
to the RedBear Duo that can trigger vibrations at specific points on the body (REQ 5, Table 1) as well
as induce vibrations at all motors (REQ 2, Table 1).

Second-Generation Prototype

The second-generation prototype integrated the second gamified learning scenario into a flexible
garment, which was developed by WP5. The technical components and the architecture of the
gamified learning scenario Follow Your Partner slightly differed from the first HIPI. In this section, we
describe the differences of the architecture, the hardware and the software. We will also give a brief
summary over the new garment. Details can be found in D5.8.

Architecture

In this section we outline the architecture of the second-generation prototype. Figure 6 illustrates how
the individual components are connected to each other. The differences to the first-generation
prototype are marked in red.

Figure 4: Architecture of second-generation prototype.

In comparison to the first-generation prototype, this new version featured two-dimensional feedback
modalities. The number of six vibration motors was reduced to five and four micro-servo motors were
added.
The second-generation prototype was also equipped with a fisheye camera with a viewing angle of up
to 180°. The camera is utilized to automatically navigate the user wearing the HIPI (see subsection
Software). The use of a fisheye camera was particularly beneficial as this allows us to detect ArUco
markers even at larger angles which enables us to provide more precise and exact feedback to the
user. The camera is connected to a Raspberry Pi 4 Model B with 4 GB of SDRAM. In order to reduce
latency that can occur with conventional USB cameras, we have connected it directly to the MIPI CSI
camera port located on the board of the Raspberry Pi via a ribbon cable.
The Raspberry Pi was added as platform to communicate with the camera and to run the logic of the
gamified scenario (REQ 5, Table 1).
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Figure 5: Second-generation prototype with garment from WP5.

Hardware

The hardware of the second-generation HIPI was only extended by
•
•

the Raspberry Pi and
the fisheye camera

Additionally, stronger vibration actuators (Precision Microdrives vibration motors, model nr. 307-103,
25 x 9 mm) replaced the coin actuators (Pololu shaftless vibration motors, 10 x 3.4 mm) used in the
first prototype. All other components were implemented in the same way, as in the first prototype.

Textile

The second-generation HIPI was a vest designed by WP5. The garment
consisted of flexible fabric to fit several body sizes (REQ 3, Table 1). On
the shoulders the height of the vest can be adjusted using a Velcro
strap. On both sides, the vest can be extended in circumference, by
detachable zippers. The fabric on the shoulder blades, near the
clavicles and around the waist consist of Velcro, which provides a
flexible configuration of the actuators (REQ 4, Table 1).

Figure 6: Configuration of the
vibrating coin actuators for
navigating with the secondgeneration prototype.

The five vibration motors were distributed on 180° around the waist on
the front of the user (see Figure 8). Each motor separated by 45° from
the next. In contrast to the first-generation, the second-generation prototype has only one single
actuator to indicate the front direction (compare Figure 3 and Figure 8). Since the gamified scenario
Follow Your Partner encodes more feedback messages than the Easter Egg Hunt, we suppose that
receiving feedback from only one actuator is easier and more intuitive to understand.
The four micro-servo motors were placed on the front of the body near the clavicles (left and right),
and on the back of the body near the left and right shoulder blades (see Figure 9). These motors
provide feedback in the form of a tapping sensation that is achieved by rotating the motors in a swift
back and forth motion. We attached a small plastic ball, glued to an elongated piece of plastic, to the
micro-servos that taps the body when rotated back and forth (see Figure 9, right). Similar to the
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vibration actuators, these motors are connected to the pin outputs of the RedBear Duo (see section
First-Generation Prototype) and are regulated via the firmware’s Servo API.

Figure 7: Left: Configuration of the micro-servo motors for the second-generation prototype. Two actuators are placed on
the front, near the clavicles, two are placed on the back, on the shoulder blades; Right: Photo of the micro-servo actuators
with the attached plastic ball.

Software

The application of the second gamified scenario Follow Your Partner is
written in Python and runs on the Raspberry Pi. ArUco markers are used for
automatically indicating direction and distance information to the wearer of
the HIPI (see Figure 10). The detection of these markers is made possible
through the OpenCV framework for Python. Commands are composed in the
exact same fashion as in the first-generation prototype and can be
transmitted to the RedBear Duo via either Serial (USB) or BLE
Figure 8: Example of an
communication. The interface of the RedBear Duo has been extended with ArUco marker.
the following two commands to allow manipulation of the micro-servo
motors:
•
•

SetMotorValue(pin, rotation): Set the target rotation value of a single servo motor.
SetMotorSpeed(speed): In milliseconds, sets how quickly the motor reaches a target value.

In order to start the Follow Your Partner application remotely, we created a python script that gets
launched during the boot process on the Raspberry Pi. We developed an application in Unity3D that
runs on an Android device that can instruct the Raspberry Pi to start or stop. Additionally, the
Raspberry Pi can send messages back to the Unity 3D application, particularly useful for debugging
purposes.

ArUco Markers

ArUco markers are QR code-like markers that are composed of a unique pattern of black and white
squares. The fisheye camera recognizes the markers and by using the OpenCV framework, the relation
between camera and marker can be calculated. This allows us to
(a) detect the distance of the camera to the marker,
(b) calculate the angle between the camera and the marker and
(c) detect whether the marker is facing the camera.
All these calculated values were used in the logic of the gamified learning scenario Follow You Partner
(see section User Evaluation II, subsection Description of the Gamified Scenario).
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User Evaluation I

In this section we focus on the first user study, which was conducted to assess the first-generation
prototype of the gamified scenario Easter Egg Hunt. First, we describe the gamified scenario itself.
Second, we present the underlying research questions, followed by the study setup and procedure. In
the end, we summarize the results of the study and deduce adaptations and improvements for the
second-generation prototype which was assessed in the second user study (see User Evaluation II).

Description of the Gamified Scenario

The goal of the gamified learning scenario is to learn how to intuitively navigate with a system via
vibration stimuli on a belt around the waist. This should improve the navigational skills of individuals
with deafblindness and enhance their spatial orientation. In a more advanced version of this gamified
scenario a multi-player mode (competitive or collaborative game) to foster social interaction may be
added in the future.
The gamification of the scenario is supplemented by combining a navigation task with a German
children’s game on Easter. The goal of the scenario is to collect tokens (or Easter eggs) by using the
guidance of a HIPI which supports navigation. Vibrations at point-defined locations on the belt inform
the user in which direction a token is located. If the user collects a token, the system provides positive
haptic feedback and notifies the user the direction in which the next token is located. The future goal
is to also integrate wayfinding and obstacle detection into the scenario. However, to start with, we
focused on assessing the gamifying concept on its own. We, therefore, chose a Wizard-of-Oz setup, in
which the participant was guided manually by the experimenter via a smartphone application.

Research Questions

The underlying research questions (RQ) for the first user study were twofold:
1) How is navigation through vibration stimuli perceived on the waist?
2) Is it helpful to provide proximal vibration feedback to indicate progress (Easter eggs)?

Study Design

In the first user study, 24 students (11 female, 13 male) without noticeable seeing and hearing
impairments participated. All students were German and recruited at HSO (median age = 23). The
participants were blindfolded and equipped with noise-cancelling earmuffs to simulate a condition of
deafblindness.
Before the experiment started, the functionality of the safety belt and goal of the study were explained
to the participants. If they decided to participate in the study, they signed a letter of consent. After
putting on the safety belt, the researchers adjusted the safety belt to fit their body size. As a next step,
the participants were blindfolded and equipped with noise-cancelling earmuffs. A training session
followed, in which each participant was presented with randomly selected directions: a direction was
presented, and the participant was asked to indicate the felt direction with his/her hand. They also
tested if participants could feel the vibrational feedback of intermediate progress, i.e. all vibration
motors vibrating simultaneously.
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The experiment took place in a 14m x 5m corridor, cleared prior to conducting the evaluation. Four
different routes were designed to evaluate how participants perceived guidance via vibrations on their
waist and intermediate feedback of their own progress (see Figure 11). Each route was designed with
varying combinations of straight lines and four, orthogonal turning points:
•
•
•

Route B consisted of four shortly separated turning points and a long straight section.
In route A, turning points were created with more distance among each other and shorter
straight sections.
Routes C and D were the mirrored version of routes B and A.

Five checkpoints were placed on each route (displayed as stars in Figure 11). Each progress feedback
was place at 25% of a route’s completion.

Figure 9: Illustration of all four routes. The circles indicate locations where intermediate progress feedback had been
provided in the respective experimental condition. Top left: Route A with two consecutive turning points in the middle and
the end of the route. Top right: Route B with all four turning points quickly following one another in the beginning and a
long straight line in the end of the route. Bottom left: Route C which is route B mirrored. Bottom right: Route D which is
similar to the mirrored route A.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two experimental groups. Half of the participants
received intermediate feedback on progress only in routes A and B, but not in routes C and D, the
other half received progress feedback in routes C and D, but not in routes A and B. All participants
started with the routes in which they received intermediate feedback on their progress, followed by
the routes without feedback. Participants were taken to the starting point of each route, where they
were instructed to follow the direction of the vibration as fast as possible until it stopped. A constant
vibration pattern around the waist was used to indicate direction, whereas the intermediate feedback
on progress was indicated by all actuators vibrating simultaneously.
A Wizard-of-Oz approach was followed in the study, in which a researcher shadowed participants and
directed them towards the end of the route. The researcher used a mobile application to direct users
towards the end of the route. Different colored post-it notes were placed on the floor, indicating the
path of each route, as well as where a progress feedback should be triggered. The collected data
comprised of the time the participants needed to complete each route and a questionnaire which
each participant filled out four times (each after completing a route). In the questionnaire the
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participants rated statements on preference towards intermediate feedback on their own progress
and their perception of their own performance on a 5-point Likert scale (see Figure 12).
Describe how you feel about each statement.
1 = strongly disagree, 2 = somewhat disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = somewhat agree, 5 = strongly agree.

1. How did you feel about your ability to complete the route?
2. How much control did you have (while completing the route)?
3. How much did you feel you were able to assess your progress towards the end of the
route?
4. How much fun did you have (while completing the route)?
5. I would prefer to ask another person for guidance rather than use the system.
6. I feel that the system would enable me to use guide myself more independently.
Figure 10: Questionnaire completed by the participants after completing each route.

Results

The results of the first user study were promising. Regardless of receiving intermediate feedback
during a route or not, the participants reported on having fun while completing each route (mean =
4.07, SD = 1.04). It is interesting to note here, that this mean represents the highest value across all
six questions. Therefore, we conclude that in general, the participants enjoyed being guided remotely
by the safety belt.
RQ 1): How do participants perceive guidance via vibrations on the waist?
As expected from previous discussions and the literature research we have conducted, participants
generally did not have problems in following the safety belt’s vibrational guidance on the waist. All
participants could easily follow the direction indicated by the constant vibration patterns for most of
the time. Participants agreed with feeling able to guide themselves more independently with the help
of the safety belt (statement 6: mean = 3.96, SD = 0.94).
Only right after receiving a feedback on their overall progress, participants’ performance decreased
when the next turning point occurred within 2m. This effect was partially described by participants:
they felt overwhelmed with different messages conveyed in a short time frame. For some, it was
difficult to tell between these two outputs: “I was just making sense of the checkpoint and right after
I was getting another type of vibration (…) I wasn’t sure if it was still the checkpoint, or something else
so I stopped for a bit to make sense” [P12].
However, in general, we can support the claim from other approaches that guidance via vibrations on
the waist is an intuitive way for navigation. We will adopt this approach for the next-generation
prototype, but keep in mind not to overwhelm participants with different messages conveyed with
the same actuators in only a short time frame.
RQ 2): How do participants perceive vibrations as intermediate feedback of progress?
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A proper perception of the intermediate progress feedback seemed to be more difficult than the
navigation. Participants needed significantly more time to complete routes A and C while receiving
progress feedback as compared to participants who completed these routes without. Participants
needed approximately double the time to complete route A with feedback on their progress (meantime=
162s, SD = 48s) as compared to those who did not receive this feedback during its completion
(meantime= 94s, SD = 28s, t(23) = -4.3, p < .01).
As already described in RQ 1), the intermediate progress feedback affected the perception of an
upcoming turning point, which had a negative effect on participants’ performance when a turning
point followed within a distance of 2m.
Interestingly, intermediate feedback on one’s own progress seemed to be more helpful when
participants were walking in longer segments of straight paths. For example, in courses C and D,
participants needed less time to complete a 9m long straight line when receiving intermediate
feedback at approximately half of the way. As noted by one participant: “I really needed it
(intermediate feedback) to know that all is right. I feel reassured that I won’t crash into something.
specially if I’m walking straight for a while” [P5].
These mixed effects of intermediate progress feedback were also noted in participants’ preferences.
In question 1, participants receiving intermediate feedback described feeling less confident in their
ability to complete the route as compared to individuals without feedback. Participants also ranked
their feeling of control and their ability to assess their progress, as lower when completing routes with
intermediate progress feedback as compared to without it:
•

•

•

Question 1
With intermediate feedback: mean = 3.66, SD = 0.939;
Without intermediate feedback: mean = 4.16, SD = 0.965;
T-Test: t(24) = 2.630, p = 0.010
Question 2
With intermediate feedback: mean = 3.04, SD = 0.947;
Without intermediate feedback: mean = 3.63, SD = 1.014;
T-test: t(24) = 3.006, p = 0.003
Question 3
With intermediate feedback: mean = 3.12, SD = 1.14;
Without intermediate feedback: mean = 3.71, SD = 1.00;
T-Test: t(24) = 2.760, p = 0.007

We conclude that messages with different content conveyed quickly after one another using the same
actuators and modality are difficult to perceive and to understand. We, therefore, suggest providing
different modalities or actuators for different messages in the next prototype.
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User Evaluation II

In this section we focus on the preliminary results of a pilot study with individuals with deafblindness,
which was conducted to assess the second-generation prototype of the gamified scenario Follow Your
Partner. As already described in the section User Evaluation I, we first give a detailed description about
the gamified scenario itself. Secondly, we present the underlying research questions, followed by a
description of the setup and the procedure of the study. In the end, we summarize the results of the
pilot and deduce adaptations and improvements for the next-generation prototype which will be
evaluated in a larger scale user study next year.

Description of the Gamified Scenario

The goal of the gamified scenario Follow Your Partner is to learn how to safely navigate with the HIPI
and to confidently follow someone who is walking in front. Again, the scenario should train
navigational skills of individuals with deafblindness, enhance understanding of various tactile feedback
and enable individuals with deafblindness to navigate with more self-confidence.

Story

The game is played in pairs of two. The wearer of the HIPI (an individual with deafblindness) plays
against his or her partner (preferably seeing and hearing, for safety reasons). The wearer of the HIPI
assumes the role of an agent who must catch a suspect (the partner).
Vibrations around the waist show the agent where to go. The vibrations are conveyed in a rhythmic
pattern, like heartbeats (a repetition of short periods of vibration followed by a period of no-vibration).
This rhythm indicates the distance of the agent to the suspect. The longer the no-vibration period (or
gap between vibrations) gets, the “slower” the rhythmic pattern gets. A slow rhythm signals that the
agent is too far away from the suspect. The agent should decrease the distance to the suspect, in order
to not lose track of the suspect. A fast rhythm (short periods of no-vibration) indicates that the agent
is too close to the suspect. In order to avoid being discovered, the agent should increase the distance
to the suspect. If the agent adjusts the distance to the suspect, the rhythm gets steady again.
Sometimes the suspect looks around. The agent must stand still so that the suspect does not discover
the agent. A tap on the chest signals that the suspect is turning around. A tap on the shoulder shows
that the agent can move on.
After a predefined play time, it is time to catch the suspect. The agent is instructed to grab the suspect
when all actuators vibrate simultaneously. The suspect needs to be grabbed during the presentation
of the grabbing feedback. If the agent manages to grab the suspect in this period of time, the agent
has won the game. If the agent is too slow, the game is lost.

Implemented Haptic Feedback

For our second gamified scenario Follow Your Partner, we adapted a more complex tactile feedback
setup. We used the unique patterns of ArUco markers, to map body parts (i.e. front and back) to
individual markers. This allows us to detect if the suspect turns or whether the suspect is facing the
agent. The smartphone application calculates the angle between a recognized ArUco marker and the
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camera and maps the calculated angle to the vibration actuators, indicating to the wearer of the HIPI
the direction to navigate towards.
If the suspect turns around, the camera identifies a different marker and the tapping stop-feedback is
triggered on the HIPI. As soon as the camera recognizes the ArUco marker on the back of the suspect
again, the feedback for moving on is triggered.

Research Questions

The underlying research questions (RQ) for the first user study were threefold:
1) Does the gamified scenario teach the participants how to navigate with the HIPI?
2) Are the participants able to understand and distinguish the different haptic messages?
3) Do participants have fun when playing the Follow Your Partner scenario?

Study Design

In the second user study, 4 individuals with deafblindness (2 female, 2 male) participated. All
participants were German and recruited individually via local organizations (median age = 46). Two
participants were able to communicate verbally, the other two communicated using Sign Language.
All participants were fully deaf, however, the two participants who communicated verbally had
cochlear implants (CIs). The participants who used Sign Language were accompanied by professional
interpreters, who assisted with communication. All participants had varying visual capacities: three
participants had tunnel vision with fields of views between 3° and 7° and a visual acuity of around
70%. The other participant had a field of view of 100° and a visual acuity of 2% to 5%.
Before the experiment started, the functionality of the HIPI and the gamified scenario were explained
to the participants (verbally or via translation of the interpreters). If they decided to participate in the
study, they signed a letter of consent. In the next step, the HIPI was adjusted to the body size of the
participant. After putting on the HIPI the individual feedback stimuli were demonstrated and explained
one by one to the participants.
The study took place in a 7m x 7m room with a pre-defined route of 36m (see Figure 13). The route
comprised of three sections of straight lines with 4m in length each, two approximately 45° turns, two
90° turns and two turns of 180°.

Figure 11: Predefined route for Follow Your Partner. The exclamation mark marks positions in which the suspect turned
around and the agent needed to stop moving.
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The study was divided into two experimental trials. First, a training session was conducted, in which
each participant was navigated along the route through vibrations around the waist (see section
Creating Working Prototypes, subsection Second-Generation Prototype). In this trial, only navigational
stimuli and information on the distance between the agent and the suspect were provided. After
completing the route, the participants were presented with seven statements about how they
perceived the first experimental trial (see Table 5, statements 1 - 7). The participants should rate the
statement on a five-point Likert scale (see Table 5).
Table 5: Questionnaire of the second user evaluation.
Statements 1 - 7 were asked after the training trial, statements 8 - 18 after the experimental trial.
1
I strongly
disagree

2
I disagree

3
I neither disagree
agree

4
I agree

5
I strongly agree

Statement
RQ 1: Does the scenario teach participants how to navigate with the HIPI?

Mean

1.

I felt safe during the first trial.

4.00

2.

I was nervous during the first trial.

2.50

3.

I could hardly follow the given path of vibrations.

2.25

4.

I found it easy to adjust the distance according to the given frequency.

4.33

5.

I dare to test the whole gamified scenario.

4.00

RQ 2: Are participants able to understand and distinguish the different haptic messages?
6.

I could identify the vibrations for the navigation easily.

3.50

7.

I had trouble recognizing the frequency of the vibrations (distance information).

4.00

RQ 1: Does the scenario teach participants how to navigate with the HIPI?
8.

I felt safer during the second trial compared to the first one.

5.00

9.

I couldn't stop fast enough when the suspect looked around.

1.67

10. I have the feeling that "Follow Your Partner" simplifies my navigation.

3.50

RQ 2: Are participants able to understand and distinguish the different haptic messages?
11. I have the feeling that I have understood the signals better compared to the first trial.

4.50

12. I found it easy to recognize the signal to stop.

4.50

13. I found it easy to recognize the signal to move on.

3.23

14. I found it hard to recognize the signal to capture the suspect.

2.50

15. I got confused by the numerous different stimuli.

1.50

16. I find the haptic feedback intuitive.

4.25

RQ 3: Do participants have fun when playing Follow Your Partner?
17. With "Follow Your Partner" I could learn the handling of the vest in a playful way.

4.50

18. I had fun during playing "Follow Your Partner".

4.50

The last statement assessed, if the participant felt confident enough to test the gamified scenario as
a whole. If they agreed, the gamified scenario was explained to them again and the new feedback
stimulus was demonstrated and explained (tapping sensation on the shoulders). If they did not feel
confident enough, the new feedback stimulus was tested separately, and the participant conducted
another trial with navigational stimuli and distance information. Three out of four participants agreed
to feel confident enough to test the whole gamified scenario. Furthermore, these three participants
also agreed on being blindfolded during the second trial. The other participant preferred to conduct
the second trial with navigational stimuli and distance information. After completing the second
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experimental trial, the participants were asked another ten statements on how confident they felt
during the second trial (see above in Table 5, statement 8 - 18).
During both experimental trials the heart rate of the participants was recorded via optical heart rate
measurements, using a clip on the right ear. The goal was to assess, if their subjective opinion of
statement 2 is supported by the physiological reaction of their bodies, and if there is a learning effect
which is also notable in physiological reactions.

Results

The participants all reported that they have enjoyed taking part in the study and that the gamified
scenario is very interesting (“In the beginning I thought: hm, a game? But now, I enjoyed it a lot! Thank
you.” [P1], “Haha, that was fun, thank you for asking!” [P2], “I enjoyed the study. Thank you.” [P3],
“Interesting.” [P4]). Although the participants reported on feeling safe right from the beginning
(statement 1), it is exceptionally notable that three out of four participants agreed to be blindfolded
during the experimental trial. And even though it was a completely new experience for them, and they
were given a more complex task compared to the training trial, the participants confirmed to even
feel safer for the experimental trial (statement 8). Given this fact and in combination with the mean
answer for statement 9 and some statements of the participants, we suggest that there is quite a fast
learning effect (“Now, that I figured out how it works, you can walk pretty fast with it. After two rounds.
Great!” [P2], “I am surprised how easy this was already in the first trial.” [P4]).
RQ 1) Does the gamified scenario teach the participants how to navigate with the HIPI?
We assume that the participants could relatively easy follow the navigational stimuli conveyed by the
HIPI, since the participants needed less time to complete the route in the training trial compared to
the trial in which they tried out the whole gamified scenario (trainings trial: 3:35min; experimental
trial 4:51min). This suggestion is supported by the mean answers of statements 3, 4, 16 and 17 (see
Table 5). The participants stated that the navigational guidance of the HIPI does not make navigation
specifically harder or easier. They felt that they could follow the navigational cues okay. However, the
participants agreed that they could learn how to use the HIPI by playing the gamified scenario.
We hypothesize that the navigational cues might have been difficult to perceive for some participants,
since the HIPI did not fit perfectly to all body sizes (“I could not feel the vibration on the side very well.”
[P1], “If I press my elbows on the side on the HIPI, I can feel the vibrations a bit better.” [P2]). A
prototype which can fit to smaller body sizes would be helpful. Most of the participants also reported
on feeling “insecure” and “lost”, if no navigational stimuli were provided (“I cannot feel any vibration.
Where do I need to go?” [P1], “I felt insecure when I could not feel any vibration” [P2], “Everything was
fine when the HIPI guided me. But sometimes there was no vibration at all. I immediately felt lost.”
[P4]). The reason for this is a problem from the technical side: despite the larger field of view of the
fisheye camera, markers at either side of, or behind the camera cannot be captured. In these cases,
no feedback is provided. This needs to be improved for future prototypes.
RQ 2) Are the participants able to understand and distinguish the different haptic messages?
According to the mean answers of the statements 5, 10, 13 and 14, we conclude that the participants
were able to understand and distinguish the haptic messages without major problems. Statement 15
even indicates that the participants perceived the provided feedback as intuitive.
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The tapping signal, indicating to move on (statement 12), was the only stimulus which was difficult to
perceive (“This tapping on the back is very weak. You can make it stronger.” [P2], “I cannot feel
anything. Is there anything tapping on my back?” [P4]). For future prototypes, this feedback will be
probably changed, since all participants reported on feeling the signal only very slightly (“Oh, I can feel
it, but it is very weak.” [P3], “I almost feel nothing. I am distracted by the vibrations around the waist.”
[P4].
RQ 3) Do participants have fun when playing the Follow Your Partner scenario?
There are several indications which lead us to the assumption that the participants had fun while
playing the gamified scenario. First, the mean answers of the statements 17 and 18 support our
conclusion. Second, [P1] asked for a voluntary third trial, since the game was so fun for her. Third, the
participants came up with additions which might be useful for the game play: “What about a timeline?
I could easily see how close I am to winning. This would be motivating!” [P2], “I liked the frequency. I
knew that everything is okay. This calmed me down.” [P1].
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Outlook

The insights from the first two user studies will be used to improve the next generation of gamified
prototypes. With the third-generation prototype, we plan to conduct a larger scale study with German
and Swedish individuals with deafblindness. Results which will be deduced from this user study will be
integrated again into an improved and advanced version of the gamified prototype. The iterative cycle,
we have outlined, is re-iterated in the course of the project, in order to approximate a best possible
solution.
In parallel, we will focus on developing a gamified scenario which is tailored to the second goal:
fostering social interaction. In a co-creation session with an individual with deafblindness, a family
member and a caregiver, we want to a create scenario which can be enhanced by gamification to
foster social interaction.
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